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AT CERN - HEAVY ION EXPERIMENTS
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Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

HELIOS COLLABORATION

1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrarelativistic huavy ion experiments have received considerable attention as
they provide an opportunity to study large volumes of nuclear matter at high energy
density. It has been predicted that such, collisions can reach sufficiently high energy
densities to deconfine the quarks and gluons ,1 forming a short-lived plasma.

The study of hadron distributions is an essential part of the search for nrw phr-
nomena in heavy ion collisions. Hadron spectra have been mtwured owr a large ri~rlgt’

of vapidities and transverse momenta for p-p collisions .2 CO!n~)iLriWn Of 1]1(’Sl)t’(”friI
from nucleus-nucleus collisions with those from p-p allows a search for cffrcts bryoII(l ;I
simple superposition of nucleb,l-nu:lron collisions. Pions are produced in Lhr nu(lw)lI-
nucleon collisions, and their rapidity clistribut ions -indicate the relevant renter-of-[l]ws
in a nucleus-nucleus collision; t},rsc distributions are strongly af~ectml by the mlllii~)l~l
collisions undergone by the projectile nucleons, The hzdron pf spectra may indiratr III(I
degree of thermaiization reached, or be nmditied by collective expansion of thr highly
excited central region. 3141516Comparison 01 the pt speccra of hadrons of diffcrrnt ll];t.ss
is ,1:cessary to sort out effects of collcctiv~ expansion and thermal emission,

‘Thermal models’le predict that strange particle production mhould hr grt~il[l~
enhanced if a plasma is formed in the reaction. However, the final hadronization prorrss
is very complicated and may obw.urc signals from thr plasma.Q Also, it t!~~ riot l)iIr II
established that thermal equilibrium is iwhicvcd in ultrarrlativi~tir tlcilv~ ion rollisiol]~,
and th~ strangeness production prmiictod for a ~)li~~rilii or for a rtlt~ll]i~ii]ly (I(lllilit)r,llc’t{

hadron gas is quito r!iff~rent than that prwlictw! lJy llotl-~.[llliiitlrill[l) rIloAvls. 1“ AS I II({*
collisions do no! result in a baryon-frw~ rvnlral rv~iorl, 4sfroc[s of wwoli(l;lry collIsIIIII\ 1)11

t))r strangp particle at)ulldnncrs rll~iy UIW)I)r i~llp~)rtilllt,, “ t~l(:lrly, Itlltrv is ;Ill llrg~’111
nerd for expmimcl:t~l data; lltjl.1(’S rllt’~~urw sLrall~i*nrss pr(MIIIc LIOII viii !Ilr kii(~ll~

A grtmt (Ienl [)1 in for!llation is ])rovi(lml 1~~tl)r pt aII(l r;~l)i(li[y (Iistrll)lll i(}ll> ,~t
protons in hravy ion collisions. ‘1’hr prololl ralll(lily (Iisl rll)~ll 1(1115illdi(”illf’ Ihr Ilc’tircc
of quoppillg in thr collisi!~n, ilfl(l I.tit’ ril~)i(lity (Irl)rll(l(’1](.r of Ill!” pt ml)wlrn ( till ])111
vid(~ wffie clum hl)ollt thr st(Jl)l)illg Ilwlla!lislll. II IS r)ot (llrrc’l]tly kll(wll wlli~tlltIr
roll isiom of thr projm-tilr Illi( IOI)IIWlwvol)~l tlIc~ Iirst ;irv I)mt (Im[.ril)v(l iH I l)lli’,ltlll~ III
‘Wolllldfd’” Illlrlw)fls or M colliqi(,l)s 01 Ilorlll;ll, 1)111~l(wvl~r,I)rololls” ;lII(I Ilvlll 1o11.. 1“I
fvrts of rtwattrring in tt)o Sl)m I.llilr llliill~’r ilrf” A151Jlik~’1) 10 1111Illll)l)rlcilll ,11111,.tl,l,:li
s[rollgly ifltlllrrl(v [h{’ ~)rotoll” (Ilslrll)llll(]lls,



II. EXPERIMENTAL

The results presented in this paper are taken from the HELIOS experiment at
the CERN SPS. HELIOS (High Energy Lepton and Ion Spectrometer) me=ures the
energy flow over the whole solid angle wit h good resolution in energy and angle, to
select events with large amounts of energy deposited. The experiment measures the
influence of this large energy deposit on charged particle multiplicity flow, hadron pf
distributions, iepton pairs and photons. Data have been collected for 60 GeV/A O and
200 GeV/A p, O, and S beams on various targets.

.

The overall charged particle multiplicity is measured via two highly segmer,tcd
~ilicon pad counters placed several centimeters behind the target. Each pad is read out
into a discriminator for trigger information, and into an ADC to allow resolution 0[
multiple hits.

Single particles are detected in HELIOS using a magnetic spectrometer examining
the events through a narrow azimuthal gap in the calorimeter coverage. This slit covers
the pseudorapidity interval 1.0-1.9. To support the calorimeter, the slit is filled with
aluminum hexcell, 0.03 radiation lengths thick. The slit opening is 10 cm vertically,
so the azimuthal coverage varies from 2.1% at q=l.9 to 0.75% at q= 1.0. A magnet

[
with a momentum kick of 80 MeV c and two high resolution drift chambers provide
the momentum measurement. The orizontal coordinate is measured via the drift time
(Uz - 200~m) and the vertical coordinate via charge division .(uV - l. Ocm). Particle
identification is provided by two time-of-flight scintillator horoscopes behind the second
drift chamber, with a flight path from the target of 5 meters. The first wail covrrs I hr
small angle section fo the acceptance, and has a time resolution Ot -250 ps. “rhe second
wall has about half the resolution. Its timing is adequate to resolve pions and protons
at large angles, and it provides redundancy in the forward part of the spectrometer.

III. CHARGED PARTICLE PSEUDORAPIDITY DISTRIBUTION

The pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles from 60 and 200 Gr\’ A
O beams cclliding with several targets12 is shown in Fig. 1. For each target, thrrv
multiplicity distributions are ~hown, correspondin~ to cuts on the ~ail, kncr and platrau
of the transverse energy distribution measured in the calorimeters. These cuts sat I]l)ltI
diflcrent rpgions of impact parameter: the plateau region comes from collisions wit hOIII
full overlap of projectile and target, full overlap occurs just befmc the knee in tt)r }.”,
spmtrum, and the tail corresponds to very central collisions, with fluctuations to tligll
}.”ts

‘1’hr peak of the distributions dNCh/dq is clearly shifted towards srniillcr IWIIIl(I -

r~piditilw with increasing Et and increasing targ(~t rn=s, This mflccts tht’ (iispli\~(’11](11]1
of th(’ ~ffectivc center of maas due to the increa~ing number of participatinti targrt 1111-
rlwms. The backward displacement is accompanied by a slight reduction “)f thi~ wi(lt h of
th(” psrudorapidity distributions, which is expected as the dcgrm of stopping illcr(’asvs,
Sot(t that the obsprved widt,hs are corlrjiderably larg~r t]lan thow CXpPcto(l frolll I I)!’

isotropic” docmy of a fireball. The maximum rnpidity density is in(!cpcnd(’nt (d’ I)II;IIII
VllPrK:i and t;lrgpt Illass, and is a function Of Ij’t Orll~.

I\” l)lOX TRANSVII:HSII: MOMII:N’I’I:N1 l)lS’I’lt ll\l””l’lo XS



by Monte Carlo for effects of detector acceptance and resolution, particle decay, and
conversion of photons in the material upstream of lhe spectrometer. The three spectrl
correspond to p+W, O+W and S+W collisions. The spectra are for central collisions,
and reflect different thr~~holds on & measured in the calorimeters, corresponding to
approximately 25% of the geometrical cross section. It is clear that the pt spectra
cannot be described hy a single exponential. Fitting an exponential distribution to
limited p( ranges in the S+W data yields inverse slopes of of 210 MeV/c for 0.5< P1 <
1.5 Ce\f/c, and 85 MeV/c for 0,075< p~ <0.25 GeV/c.

The rise in cross section at low pt has been reported at more central rapiditie4
in heavy io:l colli~ions at CERN,16 in p-nucleus collisions at Fermi lab,17 and in cosmic
ray data. 18 In our data, which extends into the target rapidity regicm, 40% of the pions
observed arise from the low pi exc~ss. Consequently, a process whic}l creates 2-4 sofl
pions per p+VV central coilision is required. The effect is somewhat smaller at higher
rapidities,16

The rapidity dependence may help distinguish among possible soft pion produc-
tion mechanisp. Pions produced by rescattering in the target or from the decays of
A and IV” resonances should be observed close to the target rapidity, in contr=t to a
central rapidity source undergoing a collective expansion, such as proposed in reference
18.

IrI Fig. 2, the pt spectrum from p+W is compared to. a parameterization of
minimum bias p-p data (given by the full line). In additiorl to the low pt excess,
enhanced production of particles at high pt is evident. This was first observed by
Cronin et al.’g The spectra of nucleus-nucleus collisions closely resemble those from
p-nucle’us collisions, and a similar enhancement at high pf occurs.

Figure 3 compares the shapes of the pt spectra form different projectiles by ploL-
ting ratios of the spectra as a fun~tion of pt. The ratios are normalized LO unity in
the range 0.25 < pt < 0.5 CeV/c, since the ab”olute ratio is not meaningful for diitil
taken with different Et thresholds. A clear projectile dependence is observed. Iloth
US W/UpW and UOW/UpW deviate from unity. A Iatgcr projectile results in a Iargrr high
pt enhancement.

It has been suggested that the Cronin effect is due to rescattering of partonsx” or
pions in the target nucleus. This must lead to a larger enhancement of high pt particlt’s
at targrt vapidities compared to central vapidities.

Thv projectile dependence is also visible in *he mean transverse momentum, when
thr valutw of C. pt ‘z are detcrmirml in the range 0.4 to 2.0 GPV/c. “.’pf ‘J is ralr IIliitrd
ill !hr givoll range, then extrapolated to the mean of the rntirc spmtrum und(’r [h(”
iuisiliT]ptior~ of a purely exponential shape. The rm]uirornrnt pt .“400 Mri’,’c (’xl”III(IW
thr low pf rise, so the result may bc comparccf with ~)-p collisions.” It is illlportillll

LO noto that the ~. P( :> va!um obtained can be a(frrtr(l by duvifition~ irl th(’ sptu t:iil
shapr from exponential. WC find “: pf > - 413 ! 5, 40FI ! 10 all(l 372 ! 10 \l(I\’ ( for
s . LV, () * ~ arid p + W’ respcctiv~ly, ca(”h with ~ systcrnat.ir rrror of ]() \lf\’ I. . /J1
vari{~~with rapidity duo to kinematics in p +p and p I A rollisiorls. III ollr S I \!’ Il;IIa,

“ 1’1 - (~rcreamw by 30 I 10 McDV/’cfrom 1.45< y .: 1.!1 to 0.!). y “ 1.4TJ, kf’ithin rrr(]rs.
this kir~crnatic (?ffcct dots not change thr projectile d(’prnd~’ncv of lhc pf (iislrit)lll iorl.



participants. This rise is 20 \fe\’;’c in p-nucleus co]!isionsl Q, and Iargcr III nuclrlls-
nucleus collisions. Once full overlap of target and pr~jectiie arc reached, tl)c Cror)i[l

effect should not increme further with Et, However, < pt > in the sulfur data becolnes
constant before full overlap is reached.

The constancy of < pt > with Et can be interpreted with either a hydrodynamic
or microscopic picture of nucleus-nucleus collisions. Hydrodynamic models have the
option of including a hadron-parton phase transition or a pure hadron phase. In case
of a phase transition, a constant < pt > arises from the coexistence stage of the two
phases in a natural way, due to the constant temperature and pressure, i.e., the absence
of strong hydrodynamical expansion effects at energy densities not too much above the
critical density. ‘1*4 For a purely hadronic system a constant < pf > can be obtained
if the hadrons always decouple at the same number density (at the same temperature

)
independent of the initial state and if there is only longitudinal hydrodynamic expan-
sion, Nt’merical calculations or a pure hadron phase do, however, show transverse
expar. sion eflects,5 resulting in a < pt > rise of about 30’% over the energy density
range accessible in this experiment. Microscopic models ca]. give approximately con-
stant < pf > since the hadronization process m~ks the increased < p~ > of the partons
with increasing number of parton :Lte.actions Iea(\:ng to higher Et.

V. KAON PRODUCTION

Particles in the external spectrometer are identified by calculating the mass from
the momentum determine by the drift chambers and the flight time me~ured in the
scintillator walls. Electrons with pt < 175 MeV/c are removed via a m.omentum-
dependent cut in mass 2. MWS2 is a better variable than mass because the resolution
broadens the peak ~, which can extend below O. At higher values of pt the electron
contamination is negligible. The mass2 spectra in Fig. 5 show clear peaks for pions,
kaons and protons. These spectra arc’ fit with the sum of three gaussians ccntcred at the
mzw~ o! the n, K and p; the areas of the gauss ians yield the numbers of the dif~crrrlt
types of particles. Simultaneous fitting of all three peaks allows detc:minatiorl of ill(’

particle distributions into the momentum region where the peaks begin to ovvrliil), ‘1’lItI
co Iltribution of the tails of the other peaks is corrictly subractcd in this proccdllrc. AS
[he flight t;rn:’ is me~urcd lwice, the musz spectra are very clean and no backgroullrl
subtraction is necessary. The spectornctrr acceptance, K and T decay, and rnultipl(’
scattering in the sprctrornctcr material arc simu]atcd by Nlonte Carlo and thr (Iata
corrected for these effects.

Figurr 6 shows the p, s~)rctri~ of K ‘ and A’ for y 1.0-1,3, The K ‘ P( spc(tr{lll)
is fldttrr lilarl K in contrwt to p-p collisions, whrrc they have approxir]lately t.tlv
SAIII(’SI()[)4’. ~~r S: W’, th~ ~ invt=rsc slop~ is betwwn 300 and 3,50 hlr\’,’c: if) p-[)

(ollisiol:!” Lr)e invrrse slope for kaons is 350 Mcl’,~c, IL is iIrlportant to llclr lllilf. I }1(’

(Ii ffrr(’r, t sloprs for K ‘ and K ilrl ply a diffrrrrlt I)(ihav ior of thr h’ n r;ktio:: III S I \\’
lt].ill ill ~)-p Collisiorls, ”



lne aasnea and solld lines show the K/T ratios observed in p-p collisiorls at th(, IS]{ for

@ = 23 Cev’’,z’ for positive and neg~tive particles, respectively. In order to compare
with nucleus-nucleus data at rapidity 1.0-1.3, the p-p results have been scaled do\\’n
from the ratios observed at midrapidity. As the external spectrometer rrleasures ]{j n
about 1 unit below the peak in the rapidity distribution of the energy and particle flow
in S+W, the ratios for p-p collisions are also scaled from midrapidity by 1 unit. }Ve
scale from the effective center of mass rapidity determined by the energy/particle tlow
peak because each projectile nucleon collides with several target nucleons in S+ W’ reac-
tions. T!)us the projectile nucleons undergo an energy degradation during the reaction,.
so the average ~ is lower than the @ of the first collision. In p-p data all collisions

occur at the same W. It is impor:ant to scale by the distance from midrapiciity rather
than the distance from the target fragmentation region because kaons are produced
predominantly in the central region. The ranges showed by the solid and dashed lines
in Fig. 8 reflect the uncertainties in the scaling procedure.

Comparison with expectations from p-p collisions allows a search for csccss
strange particle production in nucleus-nucleus collisions. It is clear from Fig. 8 that
at low pt there is no excess of strange particles] in S+W. The K/n ratios are perhaps
somewhat lower than those observed in p-p collisions, as one might expect from tl)e
rise in cross section for very low pt pionsl For pt > 400 MeV/c, the K+/n+ ratio
observed in S+W begins to exceed that in p-p collisions. K– /n-- does not show an
excess in the pi range accessible. The increasing excess of K/n with pt has been ob-
served in 14.5 GeV/A Si + Au collisions by E802 at the AGS.23 Though their data
are concentrated at high pt, there is a small region of overlap between the pt ccwer~gc
of HLLIOS and E802. In this region, the K/n ratios for both positive and negative
particles are very similar even though the bombarding energies differ by more than an
order of magnitude. We find no strong Et dependence of the rise in K/fi above values
from p-p collisions.

Such an incre~e in K/n has been predicted by \lattie]lo and coworkrrs, l]:,i[~g tll(
Relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics model of the nucleon and produc(d I):ir! i(l(’

transport in heavy ion collisions. 11 The calculation produces a final kaon yield a])l)roxi-,
mately double that of the primary nucleori-nuclt-wn collisions, with the a(ldi[iol)itl ii;(oti~
arising from rescattering of the produced particles and participating nuc ltIOIIS iII 111(

?h~ kaons uroduccd by resca[tering have the corrv(t )Jt (lc -surrounding targe llldL[tr,
prndence: they are produced with a larger < pt > than kaons from [hc initijil collisiolls,
The magnitude of the reseat.tering effect must depend strongly on the Laryon (lt>nsit!.

and comparison of predicted rescattering effects with results from II ELIOS whert: )J n ‘

is approximately 10-20% and with results from E802 where p~m+ approaches 100[’~
should determine whether this explanation of the cxccss K,’n is corrrc!.



We observe an excess in K/n over results from p-p co]]isiorls for positive particles.
This excess causes the K+ pt spectrum to be flatter than the K/– spectrum, which
has a slope comparable to K- in p-p data. A similar effect at comparable val~les of p~
are observed in lower energy collisions at the AGS. The kaon enhancement is consistent
with expectations from rescattering of pions and kaons formed in the primary nucleon-
nucleon collisions. The interpretation of these results will be aided by comparison with
results from p-nucleus collisions, currently being analyzed.
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Fig. 2. l/ptdN/dpt for central collisions
of 200 GeV/A p, O and S beams with a
W target. Central collisions are selected
by a cut in Et, Et > 10, 60, and 80 GeV,
respectively. The solid line shows a pa.
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Fig. 4. < pt > as a function of Et measured in the region –0.1 < q < 2,9,
for the combined data set S+W and S+ Pt. The mean determined in the range
0.4 < pt < 2.0 GeV/c is converted to < pt > for the full range zssuming an
exponential spectrum.

I POSITIVE pARTICLES.*W1-

Fig. 5. .\n example of the massz
spm-trurll (in CIe V c2) for positive
particles in the external spectrom~
Lcr. ‘~l~e n, K and protons are clearly
visible.
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Fig. (3. l/p@/dpt for K+ and
K- produced in S+ W collsiom, in
the rapidi~ region 1.0< v <1.3. No
Et selection haa been made in these
data. m
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